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CLIENTS TESTIMONIALS

Mr. Mario Loncarek is our partner for design and web development. He proved to be very
professional, reliable, accessible and pleasant for communication. While making the page, with a lot
of attention and effort, he incorporated his own ideas and solutions. We are extremely pleased with
his work, and we consider him an important partner for our future projects.
Selce, 10. july 2014.
Davor Loncaric,
CEO
WORK:
Adrium d.o.o. (adrium.hr)
YC JK Jadro Selce (yc-jadro.hr)

My friend recommended me Mario and introduced him as a cheap, fast and reliable web designer.
Without a problem, we agreed on a very reasonable price, basics of web sites and in the shortest period
started collaboration that ran without problems until the very end of the project. As a designer who
has excellent knowledge in wordpress, Mario quickly and efficiently fulfilled all my requirements in
terms of appearance and function of the website and gave me absolute support in the event of further
needs as well as a short course of WordPress. In any case, I am very satisfied with his work and
professional approach to business and customers.
Matija Caic, Villa Liza apartmani.
WORK:
Villa Liza (villaliza.com)

Mr. Mario Lončarek made us web site for the apartment that we rent. We are extremely satisfied
with the work of Mr. Lončarek. It met all our requirements as far as page layout, even more, the site
has incorporated their ideas and solutions and thereby improve the functionality, visibility and
aesthetics of the site making it easier to navigate visitors. For two years, Mr. Lončarek maintains our
site with new information and photographs and significantly contributed to our site, and thus the
availability of apartments. We strongly recommend the work of Mr. Lončarek and we believe that he
will successfully collaborate with other clients because of his capabilities and professionalism.
Sincerely,
Family Saulovic, Zagreb
WORK:
Apartmani Cavtat (apartmanicavtat.com)

I would like to thank you for excellent work on site www.podsused-vrapce.com. The site was
maintained and designed according to my requirements. Once again a big thanks for such a
successful work with the desire to have many more such works.
Regards
Zeljko Golic , Zagreb, 07.03.2013.
WORK:
HDZ Podsused-Vrapce (offline)
Moj kvarta Podsused-Vrapce (http://moj-kvart.com/)

We only have words of praise for the services of Mr. Lončarek. He successfully implemented our idea
and showed professionalism, reliability and creativity. We are looking forward to cooperating with
him in the future.
Hella Guina-Karmelic, prof.
WORK:
Vebra commerce d.o.o. (www.vebra-commerce.hr)
Villa Veronica (villa-veronica.com)

I am extremely pleased with the touch of professionalism and great attention to detail giving in
making my site, what made her so modern, yet simple for the eye.
Family Desin
WORK:
Villa Kapetana Molunat (villakapetana-molunat.com)
Apartman Desin Cavtat (apartmandesin-cavtat.com)

All praise for professionally done job in a demanding project website. Very good visibility and a great
graphics solution for products that are presented. Recommendation to all those who want a clear and
visually simple site!
Toni Bingula
WORK:
Exotic Food jdoo (offline)

